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Equivocate—Equivocate—Equivocate

For 'true believers' evidence has no place. When a host of nations/studies conclude 
that 'masking' does 'nothing at all' to slow the transmission of a virus, and is backed up 
on the editorial page of the NYT, the 'deniers' equivocate. "The editorial didn't quite go 
that far." Or worse, tenured professors, at the thought of control slipping away, respond 
to unmasking in a paroxysm of hatred: "learn your place, sit down, shut up....racists."

Reading the comments concerning the article at the NYT site, 2 things become clear. 
Denying the factuality of the article, and the childish outbursts that follow, have nothing 
to do with truth or clarity. That 'masks work' need to be bolstered, at all costs. Before 
the diatribes begin, a supposition is made 'that if mask mandates' had been 'more rig-
orously enforced', it would be evident that masks work to stop the spread of the virus.  

The commenters did not read the studies: some were conducted under strict N-95 
protocol, in hospital settings, reaching the same conclusions—masks do not work. 

Equivocating functions to balance the scales by denying overwhelming evidence. 
Equivocating makes it possible to cling to a 'belief' (belief unlike opinions are unques-
tionable). But now that we know N95 masks do nothing to slow respiratory virus trans-
mission, and neither does social distancing, nor lockdowns, nor hand washing, nor 
what have you, unequivocally, we just went through years of hell for no good reason.

At my in-home discussion this morning, it was equivocated that the NYT 'didn't ex-
actly say' that masks did nothing, So, I had a bit of fun: like Socrates, when given his 
opportunity to propose an alternative to the death penalty (for being found guilty of 
'impiety' and 'corrupting the youth'), he proposed that he be housed in the Prytaneum, 
where victorious athletes were housed and feted for 3 days after the Olympic Games. 

And because those who question elite narratives, like Socrates, are guilty of nothing 
more than 'free speech', and knowing there is to be no 'fessin-up' from those with 
whom I share my days, I playfully suggested they throw a party honoring 'free speech', 
and in recognition they've been wrong on just about everything. No date has been set.     

This truly would be funny if it weren't tragic—and the degree to which things get 
equivocated measures cultural decadence. So, looking ahead, what tragedy awaits?

Just as 'vaccine'/viral madness was equivocated to where facts meant nothing, the 
'left', with support from the right, are on track to render humanity extinct, unequivocally, 
Based on ignorance about the conflict in Ukraine (or unavoidable conflict with China?) 



It's not taken into account that Russia (not Putin), did what it did because the West 
forced it. It doesn't matter—Russia is the bad guy—always has been—always will be. 
And, it doesn't matter that of 6.3 billion of 8 billion people who live outside of the West, 
66% have a positive view of Russia, and 70%, a positive view of China. Who cares?

But equivocation based on hubris and lies will not change what the future holds for 
the US, which allegedly tried to overthrow 50 governments and allegedly made assas-
sination attempts on 50 leaders of foreign nations. Or, in 30 elections. the US has 
grievously interfered, and, US sanctions on 40 nations, affect half the world population.

Propaganda renders all facts moot, and worse, crushes the curiosity of a majority of 
Americans. To the point where Joe Biden, 'unfairly elected', with his cadre of morons, 
not satisfied with murdering children for drug-cartel profit, 'equivocates' ever-closer to a 
self-induced world war. For those of us that did not vote for the 'left', but with draft-age 
children, watch for a return of conscription, and think-on a plan to save our kids. 

If war comes, it will come as a 2nd-front in Ukraine (or some senseless defense for 
an unthreatened Taiwan)—except with our kids as cannon-fodder. If you voted for 
Biden, to get rid of the grandiose personality/bad judgement of Trump, you maybe in-
advertently pledged your kids 'to a 'yawning abyss' rendezvous with Russian artillery.   

Sadly, 'equivocating and oblivious', the left does not see a nation ripped asunder by 
the lack of a Southern border, yet sign-ons with 'eyes wide shut' to drug racketeers 
putting our children at mortal danger from an unthreatening 'corona-flu'. This is the 'left' 
neocons count-on to play the flute and wave the flag, as Americans march to slaughter.    

Without getting into who exactly pulls 'the levers of power', no 1 individual matters in 
the grand scheme. There will be no reckoning with the truth and no apologies. It mat-
ters little that the NYT makes an admission, or that Bill Maher, who once, on air, gave 
Hillary a million bucks (no forgiving that), now ridicules 'wok-ism'. Celebrated left jour-
nalists, Matt Taibbi/Sy Hersh exposed the FBI, Fauci and Co.,Twitter, and the US 
bombing of NS2. But so far, a confluence of facts have not pierced mindless left armor.

Even with the 'collective' narrative being shredded, one needs to look close to find 
any positive shift in the 'collective'. Though apparent (except in the dead zone), that the 
US, a 'terrorist pariah', blew up the NS pipelines, it results in reporters being slandered.

Prior to the bombings, Biden/Nuland made threats—then celebrated. The US aided 
by Norway, each a supplier of energy to Germany, are in no way disinterested parties. 
But, there's no rush to investigate: what we did is acceptable to any 'living the dream'.  

If, somehow we get past Ukraine and Taiwan, there is a solution that does not in-
clude the honor of a hi-tech civil war—in the West. It's a voluntary segregation, where 1 
person, 1 vote decides whether states and provinces, and, in the case of Europe, na-
tions, are part of an elite 'collective' or choose to fend for themselves. This cannot be 
decided by the leaders—look at Britain—1 Sunak away from re-running EU slavery.

For example, most of rural Oregon becomes part of Idaho. That way, 'the left' doesn't 
have to deal with all them 'rustics' they have nothing in common with—and Idaho gets 
to be the red state it deserves to be. Canada breaks into at least 3 nations, and Europe 
goes back to being the bloody mess that's been building since WW2—and what it was 
for 100 years before that. Can the elite, as a best bet to avoid the guillotine—allow it?

 For those who continue to ask about it: check out Bill Holter's website: billholter.com
Contrarians can get my articles, emailed by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. Thx.
Visit my fiction/articles at neverhadaboss.com. I have some fiction to share—soon.


